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Background Leading 
to this Inquiry

Last summer all MVCSC schools went through the Highly 
Effective Schools Accreditation process through Solution 
Tree. Part of that process was to identify components of a 
maintenance plan and a growth plan aligned with HRS 
Levels 1-3 and the 3 big ideas of a PLC. One area of focus 
was HRS Level 2: Effective Teaching in Every Classroom, 
specifically allowing teachers the opportunity to observe 
and discuss effective teaching. 



Purpose of This Inquiry
The purpose of this inquiry was to use instructional rounds 
to identify and discuss best practices in teaching and to 
become familiar with a new model of instruction. We used 
the New Art and Science of Teaching framework to guide 
our instructional rounds and post observation discussions. 



Our Wondering
Will participating in instructional rounds using the 
New Art and Science and Teaching model lead 
to increased discussions about effective 
teaching and a better understanding of this new 
model of instruction?



Our Actions
● Team leaders attended a one day training by Shelley 

Gies from Marzano Associates on the New Art and 
Science of Teaching Model in October 2021

● All certified teachers were given a copy of The New Art 
and Science of Teaching Handbook (Fall 2021). 

● Our Director and Asst. Director of Curriculum and 
Instruction did an overview of the model and how to 
use the handbook with our entire staff (Nov. 17, 2021)



Our Actions

LINK to Overview that was presented to all staff

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16xrOjSq4Nv4l7KPLTsEyS0naDEVF2i5-/view?usp=sharing


Our Actions
● Staff meeting to give an Introduction to Instructional 

Rounds-January 11, 2022
● Surveyed to staff to get their thoughts on Instructional 

Rounds prior to starting them.
● Did our first set of Instructional Rounds by watching 

classroom lessons that were recorded. K-2 teachers 
watched a 2nd grade teacher and 3-5 teachers 
watched a 4th grade teacher-Jan. 24 & Feb. 1

● Each team watched the lesson and then we discussed 
strategies we noted from the NASoT model. 



Our Actions
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Our Actions
● Second set of Instructional Rounds were done by going 

into classrooms. Teams of 5-7 teachers visited 6 
different classrooms March 1st and March 2nd. 

● After each visit we met outside the classroom to 
discuss effective teaching using the New Art and 
Science of Teaching model. 





Our Actions
● Reflection questions that were given to teachers

○ As a result of today, what aspects of my teaching were validated?
○ As a result of what I saw today, what questions do I have about 

my own teaching?
○ What are two new ideas that I want to try to incorporate into my 

teaching practice?
○ What changes am I hoping to see when the new strategies

 are implemented? How will your practice improve?
● Post Survey given to teachers with the same 3 

questions. 
 

 



Data Collection
● Qualitative Data-Observations during rounds and 

classroom observations/walkthroughs after rounds
● Quantitative Data-Survey Sent to staff before and after 

we began Instructional Rounds



Survey Questions



● 51% of people did not feel 
knowledgeable about rounds 
prior to starting them. 

● Post rounds, only 4.8% of 
people didn’t feel 
knowledgeable about rounds 
and 90% felt knowledgeable.  



● 69% of people did not feel 
proficient in using the 
language in NASoT prior to 
starting them.

● Post rounds, only 19% did not 
feel proficient with the 
language. 



● 18% of people did not feel 
participating in rounds would 
benefit teaching and learning 
prior to starting them. 

● Post rounds only 4.8% of 
people (1) didn’t feel rounds 
would benefit teaching and 
learning.



Comments Shared from the Survey
● I enjoyed going into the classroom this time!
● As a newer teacher, I am very thankful for the experience. I 

really enjoyed seeing how other teachers instruct and manage 
their classrooms. 

● I enjoy seeing the different ways other teachers teach. I still feel 
new to teaching and watching others is a great way to learn 
new strategies. 

● I love going into other classrooms! I feel like I can learn so much 
from observing and seeing what other teachers do in their 
classrooms. 

● I really loved getting to see J. B.! Our team actually went after 
school yesterday to talk to her about some questions we had 
about how she sets up her class to run so smoothly! We really 
learned a lot! 



Our Discoveries
● Having a framework to discuss what we observed in 

classrooms makes rounds more effective and gives us a 
common language to use when discussing effective teaching.

● Teachers enjoyed going into the classroom for “live” rounds. 
They liked this approach better than watching recorded 
lessons.

● Meaningful discussions were taking place after each round 
when we would gather right outside the classroom in the 
hallway.



Where We Are Heading Next
● We will continue to provide opportunities for teachers to 

observe and discuss effective teaching in the 22-23 school 
year. Our goal is at least 2 per school year.

● Discussing using the New Art and Science of Teaching model 
as our walkthrough tool for the 22-23 school year. This will 
replace a very generic tool currently used in SFS. 

● Use the data gathered from classroom walkthroughs to drive 
what professional development teachers would need/like. 
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Background Leading to Our Inquiry:
● Last summer all MVCSC schools went through the Highly E�ective Schools

Accreditation process through Solution Tree. Part of that process was to
identify components of a maintenance plan and a growth plan aligned with
HRS Levels 1-3 and the 3 big ideas of a PLC. One area of focus was HRS Level
2: E�ective Teaching in Every Classroom, specifically allowing teachers the
opportunity to observe and discuss e�ective teaching.

● The purpose of this inquiry was to use instructional rounds to identify and
discuss best practices in teaching and to become familiar with a new model
of instruction. We used the New Art and Science of Teaching framework to
guide our instructional rounds and post observation discussions.

With this purpose, I wondered . . .
● Will participating in instructional rounds using the New Art and Science and

Teaching model lead to increased discussions about e�ective teaching and a
better understanding of this new model of instruction?

Our Actions:
● Team leaders attended a one day training by Shelley Gies from Marzano

Associates on the New Art and Science of Teaching Model in October 2021
● All certified teachers were given a copy of The New Art and Science of

Teaching Handbook (Fall 2021).
● Our Director and Asst. Director of Curriculum and Instruction did an overview

of the model and how to use the handbook with our entire sta� (Nov. 17, 2021)
● Sta� meeting to give an Introduction to Instructional Rounds-January 11, 2022
● Surveyed to sta� to get their thoughts on Instructional Rounds prior to

starting them.
● Did our first set of Instructional Rounds by watching classroom lessons that

were recorded. K-2 teachers watched a 2nd grade teacher and 3-5 teachers
watched a 4th grade teacher-Jan. 24 & Feb. 1



● Each team watched the lesson and then we discussed strategies we noted
from the NASoT model.

● Second set of Instructional Rounds were done by going into classrooms.
Teams of 5-7 teachers visited 6 di�erent classrooms March 1st and March
2nd.

● After each visit we met outside the classroom to discuss e�ective teaching
using the New Art and Science of Teaching model.

● Reflection questions that were given to teachers
○ As a result of today, what aspects of my teaching were validated?
○ As a result of what I saw today, what questions do I have about my

own teaching?
○ What are two new ideas that I want to try to incorporate into my

teaching practice?
○ What changes am I hoping to see when the new strategies

are implemented? How will your practice improve?
● Post Survey given to teachers with the same 3 questions.

Data Collection:

● Qualitative Data-Observations during rounds and classroom
observations/walkthroughs after rounds

● Quantitative Data-Survey Sent to sta� before and after we began
Instructional Rounds

● I enjoyed going into the classroom this time!



● As a newer teacher, I am very thankful for the experience. I really enjoyed
seeing how other teachers instruct and manage their classrooms.

● I enjoy seeing the di�erent ways other teachers teach. I still feel new to
teaching and watching others is a great way to learn new strategies.

● I love going into other classrooms! I feel like I can learn so much from
observing and seeing what other teachers do in their classrooms.

● I really loved getting to see J. B.! Our team actually went after school
yesterday to talk to her about some questions we had about how she sets up
her class to run so smoothly! We really learned a lot!

Our Discoveries
● Having a framework to discuss what we observed in classrooms makes

rounds more e�ective and gives us a common language to use when
discussing e�ective teaching.

● Teachers enjoyed going into the classroom for “live” rounds. They liked this
approach better than watching recorded lessons.

● Meaningful discussions were taking place after each round when we would
gather right outside the classroom in the hallway.

Where We Are Heading Next
● We will continue to provide opportunities for teachers to observe and discuss

e�ective teaching in the 22-23 school year. Our goal is at least 2 per school
year.

● Discussing using the New Art and Science of Teaching model as our
walkthrough tool for the 22-23 school year. This will replace a very generic
tool currently used in SFS.

● Use the data gathered from classroom walkthroughs to drive what
professional development teachers would need/like.
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